UV Motion detector that has a **5min minimum** reset.

When UV is turned on by the external wall timer, it runs until the wall timer ends or this ceiling motion sensor detects movement in the space.

-----

Once this sensor detects motion it takes **5 minutes** for this sensor to finally reset again and allow the UV lamps to be turned on. So after you leave the room, it takes at least 5mins before the UV lamp will turn on, therefore set the wall timer to include 5mins of motion detection reset - i.e. need 10mins of UV, set the wall timer to 15mins.

-----

(maybe put sign up, so someone doesn’t walk back in and reset the UV ceiling motion detector again)

-----

The UV can be turned on with or without the fluorescent lighting on - it is independent. However, if the fluorescent lighting switch is "on" & the room is dark, that means no one has been in the room for over 5-10mins and hence most likely the UV ceiling motion detector internal "timer" has also been reset from the last motion detection instance.